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Laser 55

FF-555T

T.B.D.

8713508731773

Burner type

Net. capacity kW 1.48 - 5.50

Efficiency % 90

m2 20 - 92

m3 50 - 230

ltr/hr 0.180 - 0.638

g/hr 144 - 510

Tank capacity ltr 7.0

Burning time tank hr 11.0 - 38.9

Mains V/Hz/Ph 230 / 50 / 1

Power consumption preheat W 250

Power consumption burning W 51

Noise level (low-high) dB(A) 24 - 39

Dimensions (w x d x h) * mm 496 x 418 x 600

Weight kg 20.0

Guarantee ** years 2

* including base plate

Manual fuel pump

Concentric pipe system

Instructions for use

Description Model EAN Code

Burner mat B 8713508121505

Removable fuel tank F 8713508708317

Manual fuel pump 8713508400105

Burner mat adhesive 8713508403403

Suitable space

Fuel consumption

Electronic Injection Burning System (BI)

Accessories

** except burner mat and manual fuel pump

Most important spare parts

Technical specifications

Product data sheet 2006
Product range

Product line

Brand name

Model name

Toyotomi model name

Colour

EAN code

20 ft = 132
40 ft = 288
HQ  = 385

W x D x H =
570 x 500 x 660 mm

Gross =
23.0 kg

HEATER

TEMPORARY



LASER 55 HEATER

Features
Semi-automatic operation: This heater is equipped with a 24-hour
programmable timer and integrated thermostatic control to maintain the
desired room temperature.

Fuzzy logic: This heater is equipped with a self-regulating temperature
control system. The heating mode can be set according to the
requirements. Computer controlled temperature regulation.

Wickless design: Provides clean and economical heating without wick
maintenance or replacement.

Information display: Helps to keep track of all the important heater
functions.

Safety devices: This heater is equipped with two flame-rod sensors, an
over-heat protector, a tip-over switch and a burner thermistor for safe
heating. In addition to this there is an exhaust gas pipe connection check to
prevent exhaust fumes from entering the room in case the heater is
accidentally disconnected from the flue pipe.

Automatic airflow control: The speed of the built-in fan is self-
regulatory, depending on the burning mode of the heater.

Made in Japan: This heater has been produced according to the ISO
9000:2000 Quality Control Standard.

Design: The heater is part of an exclusive range of Zibro products.

Full colour box: The heater is delivered in a stylish full colour box showing
application and operation information in 10 languages.

Concentric pipe system: The air inlet pipe is placed around the air
discharge pipe in order to increase efficiency and safety (combustion air is
pre-heated and the piping system has a cold outer surface). This whole
system is made from stainless steel.

Heat exchanger: The heater is equipped with a stainless steel heat
exchanger to ensure a long lifetime.

Comfortable heating: Because the burner pot is connected to the outdoor
air by means of the concentric pipe system, a closed loop is created. When
using this heater no additional ventilation is required, which increases
comfort and effectivity.

Remarks

External fuel tank: The heater can be connected to an external fuel tank.
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